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We received a request from the client to not disclose particulars about the
residence and to honor that request I will not be issuing a formal report for this
investigation on the website; however they did submit a comment on the types of things
occurring in the residence. That is published here for your review.
Client’s comment:
“Having spent almost half of my life residing in this house, I can personally attest
to numerous paranormal phenomenon activities at this location. For example, there
have been heavy chairs moved at least 5 feet overnight. We have experienced lamps
going on and off, doors opening and closing, locks being locked from the inside, while we
were not at home. We have often heard footsteps when no one is there. There have been
items moved, only to show up in strange places later on. There have been overnight
guest here that have refused to stay in one of our rooms, now used only as a closet, and
yet others who have just plain refused to stay here at all. And of course, the captured
EVP while testing a DR, which when asked was anyone here; the reply came “It’s me”.
We actually feel quite safe with our “extended spirit family.” Almost to the point
that we feel protected. . It would be nice to have a feel of how many are with us and even
a name or two.
I can’t comment on any particular feelings that I would perhaps normally
experience, as I feel that I have become quite used to any and all of the activity and have
a tendency to shrug it off as our “other family”.
Given the amount of evidence and experiences collected and felt during the
Investigation, I feel it warrants a return visit.
And for PIRC member J…. That’s a wrap; I think we got all we need!”
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